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Abstract   
My research philosophy is to clarify the underlying physics of some interesting phenomena in nature, engineer them under 
the light of advanced technologies, and apply them to create novel mechanisms to enable future robotic systems with 
safety, intelligence, and resilience, in order co-exist and be helpful around humans. Which also means our research address 
both scientific and technological aspects of robotics, as well as translational research. In this talk, I focus on our effort to 
create system with adaptive morphology and embodied intelligence, which can quickly adapt to continuous change of the 
surrounding environment without putting so much computation burden to central administration. This also means such 
system can offload some calculation from central administration to the body itself. I also introduce topics in soft robotics 
such soft underwater robot, soft flying and locomotive robots; morphological design for soft haptics interface, including 
haptics sensing and haptics display; safety measurements/safety control for drones, robot arm based on adaptive  
morphology and multimodal sensing. 
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